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Presentation and other materials are behind Tab 2



1.  Understanding The Elements That 
Comprise the Payment of Benefits in
Your State.

2. Calculating a Forecast for Total State 
Benefits.
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Total Benefits Paid

STATE LAW VARIABLES
Coverage / Eligibility / Benefit Levels / Wage Base / Tax 

Rates / Triggers

ECONOMIC SCENARIO VARIABLES
Total Labor Force / Total Unemployment / Average 

Earnings / Interest Rate



Answering Three Questions:

1. How Many People are Receiving Benefits?

2. For How Long Do They Receive Benefits?

3. How Much Do They Receive?
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2,270 (32%)

7,091

1,958 (29%)

Total Unemployed

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH

96,743

2,313 (32%)

808 492UI First Payments

200UI Exhaustees 164

Not in Labor Force

161

95,439

Total Labor Force
160,037 161,494 161,548

7,189
6,671

Unemployment Flow - First Quarter CY2018 (000)

392

95,549

Unemployment Insurance Recipients



a) How Much Do Average Weekly Benefit Average Weekly

They Receive? Benefit

a) How Long Do Total Weeks Average
They Claim? Compensated Duration

a) How many Insured Unemployment Rate First
Claimants? (Avg. # of Claimants / Week) Payments
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Total Benefits

1 2



Unemployment Trust Fund Modelling

Total Labor Force / 
Total Unemployment / 

Avg. Wages / Interest Rate
Economic Scenario 

Coverage / Eligibility / 

Benefit Levels / Wage Base / 

Tax Rates/ Triggers 
State Law Variables   

Weeks Claimed First Pays Average Duration

Weeks Compensated

Total Benefits Paid

Avg. Weekly Benefit

or

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because benefit outlays drive the need for revenues, the first step to Trust Fund Forecasting in the UI system is to project the level of benefit outlays over the period of time for which the program requires financing.In this session we’re stepping into one of the first steps typical to the estimation of UI benefit outlays. 



Unemployment Trust Fund Modelling

Weeks Claimed

Total Labor Force / 
Total Unemployment / 

Avg. Wages / Interest Rate
Economic Scenario 

Coverage / Eligibility / 

Benefit Levels / Wage Base / 

Tax Rates/ Triggers 
State Law Variables   

TUR

IUR

Insured Unemployment

Covered 
Employment

* Time Period (Weeks)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to get from Assumptions or Economic Scenario Variables to Weekly Claims we are going to take a the Total Unemployment Rate to project the Insured Unemployment Rate.From the IUR we can find the insured unemployed and then the weeks claimed over a given period of time. 



1) IUR = f(TUR, other variables)

IU = IUR x Covered Employment

2) IU = f(TU, other variables)

3) IU/TU = f(TUR, other variables)
IU = IU/TU x TU

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three typical ways to get to Insured Unemployment using regression.First – X = f(Y) indicates/can be read as X, or the IUR in this case, is a function of (or dependent on) the TUR and other variables.The first equation is to look at the IUR as a function of the TUR and any other variablesThe second would be to look directly at Insured Unemployment as a function of the Total Unemployment. This can be more difficult working with levels as opposed to rates due primarily to the lack stationarity in the data as the levels grow over time.The last would look at the ratio of the insured unemployment to the total unemployment as a function of the TUR and other variables. Generally this can be somewhat more complicated since the ratio can vary heavily throughout a business cycle and the TUR alone does a poor job of explaining this ratio. For our purposes today we’re focusing on the first equation looking first at the IUR



 Regression Modeling

◦ Method for determining the relationships among 
two or more variables

◦ Method for forecasting future values of one 
variable (dependent), given the values of the 
other variables (independent)

◦ *Assumes historical relationships continue in the 
future

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regression modeling involves determining relationships between two or more variables and using those relationships to predict future behavior. In our case we want to find the relationship between the IUR and TUR, along with other supporting variables, to be able to predict how a specific level of TUR or changes in the TUR will impact the IUR.  A key point to keep in mind is that regression modeling assumes historical relationships remain into the future. So, perceived structural changes cannot be effectively modeled without some level of historical input. For instance, if a legislative change leads to a significant shift in the insured to total unemployment ratio, in order to effectively build this into the model, the underlying data used to build the regression must include sufficient data demonstrating this shift.More on this later.Once you have tentatively determined the model structure, you must develop relationships to use in projecting each of the necessary variables (usually using regression) – really a simultaneous process – choices on model structure depend on doing the data analysis and regression analysisOur objective is to get equations that produce reasonable forecasts and that respond appropriately to changes in the economic scenario and other inputsIn this lesson we’re going to focus on developing an equation for estimating the insured unemployment rate given a total unemployment rate (TUR)This is the most important relationship – although in the BFM you can start with the IUR, if you are given a forecast for the TUR, you have to know how to turn that into an IURTALK ABOUT SLIDEWill illustrate the basic steps in using regression analysis to develop an equationI will show you how to do a basic regression in Excel – there are more sophisticated regression packages which allow you to do a more thorough analysis, but Excel is easy to use and is readily available – shouldn’t be much of a learning curveLet me tell you a little bit about regression analysis, then we’ll use it to develop an equation for the IUR



Time Series UI Data: IUR & TUR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visually – we’re looking here at time series data, the relationship between these variables. So as the TUR drops from 5.97 to 5.06 over the year, we see the IUR drop from 4.11 to 3.31. Regression puts this into an equation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To look at the relationship between the IUR & the TUR,  we could plot the data in a scatter plot – on the vertical axis is the variable we want to explain and/or predict – called the dependent variable – in this case, the IUR- on the horizontal axis is the variable to be used to explain and predict – called the explanatory, predictor, or independent variable – in this case, the TURWe can see there is a clear relationship between the two– higher values of TUR are associated with higher values of IUR



y = a + b * x
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regression fits the best line to the data points, minimizing the space between the line and all points plotted in the scatter plot…Straight line is defined by two parameters – y=a+bx – a is the intercept -- where line crosses y-axis (x=0), b is slope – change in y variable for a unit change in the x variable – regression algorithm tries to find the best a and b to fit the data points
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, the red lines illustrate the distance between the points and line, which are called residuals.regression analysis attempts to find the line that minimizes the sum of the squared residuals (SSE). This is referred to as the least squares method�Conceptually regression analysis attempts all possible lines (all combinations of a and b) to find the model with the lowest SSE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once we have the regression line, new values of IUR can be predicted from new values of TUR (and any other variables in a multi-variate model)Can be generalized to more than one explanatory variable – if two variables, would find the best plane to fit the data, etc.Choosing a point along the TUR / X axis, the line indicates the predicted IUR.This type of graphical representation doesn’t work with multi-variate regression models though.



 y = a + b*x

◦ IUR  =  Intercept  +  Coefficient(b) * TUR

 y = a + b1*x1 + b2*x2 + … + bN*xN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is what the prediction equation implied by the regression line looks like.The “A”s and “B”s are called coefficients.Intercept is where the line crosses the Y axisThe coefficient shows the amount of change in y (IUR for our exercise) due to a one unit change in x (TUR) holding all other variables constant.So, with no other changes, if the TUR goes up by 1 percentage point, the IUR would be expected to go up the amount of the coefficient.This equation is then used to make predictions – plug in x values – compute y values



1. Identify Potential Explanatory Variables
2. Collect Data (BLS, LMS, UI Program)
3. Plot and Review Data and Relationships
4. Choose a time period
5. Choose specification(s)

• Add/Drop variables in Stepwise Approach
6. Validate
7. Test forecasts
8. Final model
9. Develop assumptions/scenario
10. Forecast



 Based on knowledge of UI program
◦ State program idiosyncrasies 
◦ State/National Economy & Recessions
◦ Seasonality
◦ Structural Economic or Programmatic Shifts

 Availability of Data for Regression and 
Forecasting
◦ Historical Period Data &
◦ Forecast Period Data
 Must have or produce projections/assumptions of each 

variable used in regression equation in order to forecast.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we know about IUR behavior relative to TURLots of variables will help explain historical relationship, but you must have a forecast (or assumptions) for each one. 



 TUR – Including lags/leads 
 Lagged IUR
 Exhaustions
 Extended UI Benefit Availability
 State law/administration variables
 Demographics / changing industries
 Long term unemployed
 Manufacturing Employment
 Unionization
 Job Losers (alternative to unemployed)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know that IUR tend to exhibit certain cyclical patternsIUR increases faster than TUR early in a recession, because of an increase in job losers, who are likely to be UI-eligible, as opposed to job leavers, new entrants to the labor force, and reentrantsIUR declines relative to TUR as number of exhaustees builds upSo we’re going to look at different leads and lags of the TURSeveral research studies have identified factors that explain variation in recipiency rates -- two in particular are useful (mentioned in handouts) – both pretty old -- Vroman study looked at recipiency rate variation across states and identified some possible explanatory factors -- mid-1980s Mathematica study focused on national data, but suggested some factors that might be taken into account in modelling the IUR-TUR relationshipState law variables may be important if they have changed during the regression period -- potentially important provisions: qualifying requirements, entitlement, potential duration, WBA formula and Max WBA, denial provisions and denial rates – all these would have a larger effect on insured unemployed than on total unemployed and thus affect their relationshipTry to be inclusive, then weed out variables.Some of these variables have to be eliminated because data is not available – for example, job losers may not be available at the state levelThe other problem with using many of these variables is that forecasts are needed, but you can worry about that later



Year.Qtr TUR IUR TU IU … D1 D2 D3 Rececession

1998.3 3.28 1.97 57,666 31,112 … 0 0 0 0

1998.4 2.64 1.73 46,007 27,420 … 0 1 0 0

1999.1 3.38 2.55 58,598 40,715 … 1 0 1 0

1999.2 2.98 1.94 52,254 31,050 … 0 0 0 0

1999.3 2.68 1.96 47,438 31,553 … 0 0 0 0

1999.4 2.47 1.63 43,435 26,337 … 0 1 0 0

2000.1 3.13 2.31 55,011 37,580 … 1 0 1 1

2000.2 2.40 1.60 42,403 26,147 … 0 0 0 1

2000.3 2.27 1.70 40,250 27,840 … 0 0 0 1

2000.4 1.78 1.58 31,188 25,908 … 0 1 0 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next step is to collect the data -- generally, quarterly data is used – economic forecasts are usually quarterly – may be concerned with short term projections – TF balance has seasonal pattern because inflow and outflow have different seasonal patternsSo I put together a dataset with a lot of variablesFor Excel regression, columns are variables and rows are time periodsTUR leads and lags
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Presentation Notes
Graph of series may tell you if you have anomalies in the dataAlso graph explanatory variables
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Presentation Notes
Graph against explanatory variables to see if relationship has obviously changedI adjusted axis so that the two series are on top of each other – easier to compareWith multiple variables, this may not tell you too much – but at least look at TUR, which is expected to be the main driverIn our case the relationship looks a little funny in deep recessions, but particularly during the latest recovery. 
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Presentation Notes
Adjusted TUR on dual axis to show overlay



 At least 6 to 8 years

 10 to 12 years is generally adequate but 
use discretion to:

◦ Include AT LEAST one recession (Consider 
magnitude and changes in UI relationships)

 Look for state law changes

 Look for other structural changes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can always go back and change your mind based on results further down the road – this is true of any of these stepsShorter series will work – if you want to avoid law/structural changes – too short gives too much influence to each individual point – less likely to represent the long-term relationshipInclude at least one recession for more variability in the dataLonger series okay if no law/structural changes – or if you can find a variable to measure the changeI chose 1999.1 as the starting point to pick up the 2001 recession, so I have two recessions



 Add/Drop one variable at a time
◦ Stepwise approach
 “Stepwise Model Tracker.xlsx”

 Check:
◦ Coefficients

◦ Adjusted R-Square

◦ Residuals

 Include variables of interest / high importance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you were using a real statistical package, you could use an automatic procedure to determine a specification, but these may give implausible results – the analyst has to make the final decisionOutput shows several statistics which will help us judge how good the regression is and to choose a specificationA final point is that, if you want to be able to predict the future effect of a change in some variable, that variable has to be included in the regression – e.g. what happens to IUR if I reduce potential duration? – you have to include potential duration in the regressionSpecification – what variables to includeNow we’ll do some hands on work in excel with actual UI data.



 Significance of Individual Variables: 
◦ t Statistic = Coefficient / Standard Error
◦ t Statistic > 2 or P-value of Coefficient < 0.05 
◦ Look for correct sign (+/-) & magnitude of 

coefficient

 Adjusted R Square: 
◦ Reflects proportion of variation in dependent 

variable (TUR) explained by regression line.
◦ Useful to compare performance across multiple 

regressions
◦ Larger Adj. R Square = “better” fit
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